
Fast as f.
100% API-driven and built for and with the public cloud, it delivers blistering speed, scale, 
and security at the lowest cost.

Smart as f.
AI that can detect subscriber behavior changes and develops new hyper-personalized 
plans to increase ARPU or deflect churn.

Open as f.
fBSS is designed to let you customize and integrate to anything. No expensive CRs or 
professional service fees. Be able to modernize, integrate and rapidly launch new features 
in days not months.

Affordable as f.
Dramatic public cloud financial benefits. Requires ZERO Capex and up to 80% lower TCO.

FutureBSS

Totogi’s FutureBSS (fBSS) is the only intelligent BSS stack. It delivers the tangible business 
results CSPs need to outpace the competition and thrive. 

Smarter, Faster, Better

PRODUCT BULLETIN

uture your TCO, uture your innovation, uture your speed.

fBSS is the only intelligent BSS stack. It delivers game-changing results.

Today.
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Totogi fBSS uses machine intelligence to anticipate churn and create hyper-personalized 
subscriber plans. It analyzes market information to increase ARPU, accelerate acquisition 
and decrease churn. As you outpace your competition, your customers turn into 
evangelists! 
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State-of-the-art machine 
intelligence
Detect subtle subscriber behavior 
changes and assess likelihood of churn - 
then hit them with competitive marketing 
and individualized plan designs to stop 
churn in its tracks.

Turnkey DSP offerings
Inject joy into your subscribers’ lives with 
bundled premium OTT services. You get 
immediate access - no negotiation, no 
IT involvement. It’s days, not months.

Accelerate revenue 
Evaluate how your subscribers use your 
services and give them 
hyper-personalized plans based on that 
data. You’ll increase acquisition, reduce 
churn and grow ARPU -  significantly.

Lowest cost, greatest returns
Spend ZERO Capex and save up to 
80% of your TCO because fBSS is built 
for and with the public cloud. Or, to 
put it another way, you’ll see 10x the 
performance for 10% of the cost.

Benefits

Ready to unleash your customer data to accelerate revenue, 
maximize TCO, and achieve 10x performance at 1/10th the cost?

Get started today. Create tangible business impact in days, not months!

Transform your billing operations. Scale, launch new services quickly and 
give power to your end users. Only pay for what you need and never buy 
capacity ever again. 

Charging

Grow ARPU and entice new customers with automated hyper-personalized 
- or wizard-guided-plan creation. 

Plan
Design

Stop churn in real-time when you act on precise churn predictions with 
hyper-targeted marketing and plans.

Churn
Prevention

Diversify your content offerings and grow revenue with easy pre-integrated 
and pre-negotiated OTT offers.

Digital
Products

Totogi fBSS uses machine intelligence to anticipate churn and create hyper-personalized 
subscriber plans. It analyzes market information to increase ARPU, accelerate acquisition 
and decrease churn. As you outpace your competition, your customers turn into 
evangelists! 


